


� Requirements

� Technical survey

� Decisions

� Evaluation Criteria



� List of requirements presentation and 
discussion.

Technical (massive data)
◦ Enduring platform and long term use & scalability

◦ User Requirements will also be supplied by WP8.◦ User Requirements will also be supplied by WP8.

(link)

� Any other requirements?



� List of technologies

� Options

� Discussion about different technologies



� Frameworks
◦ UIMA and GATE

� Web Services
◦ WSDL, SOAP, REST

� Wrappers
◦ SOAPLAB◦ SOAPLAB

� Workflow editors
◦ Triana, Kepler, Taverna

� Grid infrastructure
◦ Globus, EGEE, MyGrid, TextGrid

� Registry
◦ Feta and BioCatalogue



1. MyGrid environment

2. Globus

3. Fallback position: UIMA or GATE

4. Others?



This option is based on choosing some of MyGrid tools.

WS

SOAPLAB 2
No code! ACD file.

SOAP
AXIS 2

standard SOAP clients compatibility.

- No typed interfaceNo typed interfaceNo typed interfaceNo typed interface: ALL tools same interface 
but no schema validation or std. SOAP clients.
- Typed interfaceTyped interfaceTyped interfaceTyped interface: schema validation and 
standard SOAP clients compatibility.

IDE: eclipse +
JAVA development

Registry

Workflow 
Editor

AXIS 2

REST

TAVERNA

BioCatalogue

WADL: Growing technology but 
not widely supported yet.

New version 2.0 + server soon.

Version 1.7 (tested in UPF) + 
Server version (not tested yet).
New version 2.0 + server soon.

myBioCatalog in 2010



� http://gilmere.upf.edu:9903/soaplab2/

� Taverna Workflow:
◦ Get_p: extracts text from JR-Acquis corpus (TEI)

◦ Splitter: simple sentence splitter

◦ Words_per_line_filter: max allowed words/sentence.◦ Words_per_line_filter: max allowed words/sentence.

◦ Freeling_file: Freeling WS.





ProsProsProsPros Cons  Cons  Cons  Cons  

- Mature technology (lots of success
histories).
- Most tools have support.
- Tools have nice GUI.
- Small learning curve.
- Tools are free and open source.

- No security tools yet.

- Tools are free and open source.
- Massive data (further analysis).
- Nice semantic model (ontology).
- WS oriented.



� This option is based on full adoption of Globus grid tools.

� WS development with guidelines (AXIS2 SOAP).

� It needs a deeper analysis.



ProsProsProsPros Cons  Cons  Cons  Cons  

- Mature technology (lots of success
histories).
- All tools have support.
-Tools are free and open source.
- Massive data.
- Security with proxy certificates.

- Most tools have only command 
line interfaces. 
- Very complex.
- Linux only.
- Large learning curve.
- No workflow editor (has a job - Security with proxy certificates.

- WS oriented.
- No workflow editor (has a job 
monitor).



UIMAUIMAUIMAUIMA GATEGATEGATEGATE

Functionalities Annotation type system; 

automatic class generation for 

all annotation types; GUI tools 

for creating and editing 

descriptors for configuration, 

integration and deployment of 

components; robust, error-

tolerant, distributed deployment 

of components; 

Typeless annotation schema; GUI for 

manual annotation of documents and 

evaluation of automatic annotation; 

large set of NLP components already 

available

Integration Java/OS independent, C++ 

version of the framework 

Java/OS independent

version of the framework 

available

Maturity Mature, actively maintained Mature, actively maintained

Support and plans 

for the future

Active developer and user 

community; bugs and issues can 

be reported in the project’s 

tracker; 

Active developer and user community; 

Evolving technologies include GATE 

Teamware, a web-based management 

platform for collaborative annotation; 

and GATE Cloud,  a parallel distributed 

processing engine that combines GATE 

embedded with a heavily optimized 

service infrastructure running on 

supercomputer hardware

Availability Open-source Open-source



UIMA ProsUIMA ProsUIMA ProsUIMA Pros UIMA Cons  UIMA Cons  UIMA Cons  UIMA Cons  

- open, scalable and extensible.
- open source.
- Annotation type system.
- Mature and actively maintained.
- Java / OS independent.

- Large learning curve.
- prior knowledge of Eclipse and Java.
- GUIs only for Eclipse.
- Not WS oriented.

GATE ProsGATE ProsGATE ProsGATE Pros GATE Cons  GATE Cons  GATE Cons  GATE Cons  

-Open source.
- Mature and actively maintained.
- Java / OS independent.

- no GUI for editing descriptor files
- not enough documentation on robust
deployment of components as web 
services.
- Typeless annotation schema.
- Not WS oriented.



� Others?

� Combinations:
◦ For example: ◦ For example: 

� GridFTP (a Globus tool) could be used in myGrid.

� Globus security tools to improve myGrid.



� Which workflow editor we want?

(Choose one and some alternatives).

� Which registry we want?

(Choose one and some alternatives).(Choose one and some alternatives).

� Which WS technology / framework we want?

� A wrapper?
(Choose one and some alternatives).



� Development of the chosen technologies 
(workflow editor, registry, frameworks, etc.) 
task distribution.

� Interesting technologies for PANACEA that � Interesting technologies for PANACEA that 
need a further analysis. Task distribution.

� Deliverable documentation task 
distribution.



Evaluation criteria have to be worked jointly with WP7.


